Light Booklist

- Tell Me Why: I See Rainbows
  - Author: Shelly Brown
  - Illustrator: Kusheya Boston

- Night Light
  - Author: Nicholas Blechman

- Every Color of Light
  - Author: Michael Nobel

- Flash and Gleam: Light in Our World
  - Author: Marianna Chiu
  - Illustrator: Karen Lee

- Ray
  - Author: Marie K. Jones

- The Invention Hunters: Discover How Light Works
  - Author: Mollie Katzen

Toddler Tuesdays at MOXI

MOXI
The Wolf Museum of Exploration + Innovation

Santa Barbara Public Library
**I See Rainbows** by Kathryn Beaton
Located in nonfiction under 551.567
This book is part of the early learning nonfiction series "Tell Me Why". A child asks about rainbows and learns the details about how they work. Big color photographs engage the attention of children who pick up this book.

**Flash and gleam: Light in our world** by Sue Fliess
Located in nonfiction under 535
Learn where you can find light in every day life. Follow the experiences of four children from different cultures. Rhyming text and vibrant pictures will keep children's attention.

**Every Color of Light** by Hiroshi Osada
Located in picture books under Osada
This book stands out because of its beautiful illustrations. Simple and poetic text helps readers explore nature and the way light shines, reflects, and refracts.

**The Invention Hunters Discover How Light Works** by Korwin Briggs
Located in picture books under Briggs
A very educational and very funny book! Silly scientists help children learn how prisms, magnifying glasses, cameras, and TV screens use light to work.

**Ray** by Marianna Coppo
Located in picture books under Coppo
This book is funny and sweet. Ray the lightbulb has lived in a dark closet most of his life. One day, he's put in a lantern and taken outside for the first time. Pick this book up and marvel at the stars and the sun with Ray.

**Night light** by Nicholas Blechman
Located in picture books under Blechman
If your child loves cars and trucks, this book is for you! Talk about the lights the vehicles pictured give off and have fun guessing what may be next!